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It is required that you read this legal disclaimer section carefully. If you have any doubts, get advice from legal, financial, 

taxation, or other competent law practitioners. All of the information provided here is not intended to be complete, and it 

should never be construed as a part of different contractual arrangements.

It is our firm conviction that the information provided in this white paper is accurate and up to date and that all products, 

services, technical architecture, token distribution, and company timelines are accurate and up to date. Furthermore, all of 

these materials may have changed without notice, and they can never be considered a signatory agreement of advice.

No Advice: 

This white paper does not obligate anybody to sign a contract or make a legally enforceable commitment to contribute. This 

white paper also does not constitute any form or part of any opinion that can be construed as advice, or that can be used to sell 

or solicit any offer by Trillions to purchase our token, nor shall it be construed as a part of any effect that can be used in the 

formation of a contract or an investment decision. 

Compliance with tax obligations:

Users of the Website are entirely responsible for determining what, if any, taxes, if any, apply to their transactions. The 

Website's owners or authors are not responsible for determining which taxes apply to transactions.

Limitation of liability;

Asset  token shall not be held liable for any loss or harm resulting from the use of this website's material, including written 

material, links to third-party sites, data, quotations, charts, and buy/sell signals. Please be fully informed about the dangers 

and expenses of trading assets on the financial markets (digital or otherwise). ICOs, in particular, are one of the riskiest 

investing options. There is a chance you will lose your whole investment.

Investment risks;

Trading cryptocurrencies have a high level of risk and is not suited for all investors. You should carefully evaluate your 

investing goals, level of expertise, and risk appetite before opting to trade cryptocurrencies, tokens, or any other digital asset.

LEGAL DISCLAIMER

No Liability Investment
 Risk No Advice



What is Asset Token  

This white paper is a reader-friendly description of a decentralized  smart contract-based cryptocurrency. Asset 

token is creating a completely new ecosystem Where people can do digital trade from all over the world with a 

low transaction fee enabling a highly liberating, strategic, low-risk, and seamless trading experience in a 

truly decentralized way.

Asset  token is not only an emerging platform which will have its own blockchain but also has features of 

transparency and Staking which we believe is crucial for the long-term feasibility and decentralization. Asset

token is a community-oriented currency that provides rewards for holders through redistribution. Community 

members are also involved in decision making to make them feel true ownership of their assets. 

 It will increase the efficiency and availability of cryptocurrency to everyone, Asset  token will create an 

advanced economic infrastructure consisting of wallet and exchange integration in its system. Asset  will 

integrate with their partners of social media and dating apps to find perfect match for dating and enjoy your time 

on social media platform.

Quickly becoming an unstoppable economic cornerstone to the world. The use of technology will facilitate a 

financial revolution that will leave everyone more financially connected, empowered, and enabled. In short, the 

Asset is providing many facilities under one umbrella. 

WalletExchangeIntegration with
Dating apps



VISION 

Our purpose is to help create a decentralized financial system by responsibly
coordinating people, value, ownership, and reputation. Asset token is going to
create an ecosystem to increase your asset value as token becoming scars,
Building a safe and secure platform to earn a handsome income through
Holding, along with maintaining their privacy, security, and autonomy. We
strive to create an ecosystem based on sound monetary policies, with a sound
and solid decentralized foundation, that should be expected with the Asset
platform.

Free Hand



Provide every holder with simple and effective
ways to gain exposure to digital assets.
Decrease volatility and increase positive price
pressure in digital asset holdings.
Operate as a community-focused and
community-driven digital asset, fully
decentralized in every sense of the word.
 Fan-based Binance Smart Chain protocol: by the
fans, for the fans 
Introducing crypto to younger users •
Build a bridge between Crypto, Anime and
Fashion

Our mission is to "Assetcoin token to New Heights"
by offering investors an innovative, user friendly,
Entertainment token to give every person in the
world an equal chance to manage and improve their
financial security. 
Our Mission is to

OUR MISSION 

Free Hand



Project Done

ECOSYSTEM 

STAKING

Exchange 

Wallet

payment
gateway



Asset token works on the POS blockchain, which is eco-friendly, working on a proof of stake. In
addition to being the largest crypto exchange by trading volume, it offers exemplary staking services.
staking ensures users' funds are safe by leveraging effective security measures and providing Secure
Asset Fund for Users (SAFU). Our staking method at the time of writing is arguably one of the safest
and eco-friendliest methods (for cryptocurrency) to earn passive income. The platform stores all
staked token using a secure wallet and a double-checking system. 
Asset token staking is quickly becoming a practice of gaining passive income by merely storing or
locking funds in a wallet as more individuals, including institutional investors

ASSET TOKEN  STAKING

understand the crypto market's lucrativeness. Since staking cryptocurrencies necessitates certain
technological crypto know-how and compliance criteria, Asset t oken staking platforms are useful for
allowing investors, including those lacking technical knowledge of cryptocurrencies, to stake proof of
stake (PoS) token and receive rewards. The staking network lends you their professional skills and
authenticates stakes on your behalf for a small percentage of your staking prizes, allowing you to
receive submissive profits. Staking platforms that enable investors to collect staking incentives have
sprung up in response to the rapid growth in crypto staking. If you're interested in earning a passive
income by staking, this is the place to be.

ASSET
STAKING



Staking is advantageous in cryptocurrency as it generates rewards by holding the token on any
exchange and generates passive income. When an investor holds a token and staking the pool, it is
the easiest method to do, in a decentralized world. There is very sufficient energy consumption and
stumpy probabilities of risks while staking than any crypto mining. Asset token is here for you.

There are a few quantifiable benefits of Staking token with  Asset token ecosystem:

Asset token Staking and its Benefits

The biggest issue in the modern world
is security and privacy, and Asset
token provides a swift and stable
portal that is backed by the Asset
token ecosystem making him superior
to others. Asset token is offering a
highly secure and fast platform to the
users for holding crypto.

HIGHLY  SECURED WITH THE HELP  OF

SMART CONTRACT

S C A L A B I L I T Y ECO - FRIENDLIER

No hardware is required

Unlike proof of work, there is no
need of a specific equipment or
hardware for crypto holding. Proof
of stake works with no equipment
requirements. The only
requirement is to hold the coin for
an interval of time by the holders
on any exchange.

Stake holders earn
incentives by holding and
controlling their digital
wealth. Passive income for
the beneficiary is the
reward of holding.

One of the major
benefits for holding
coin is that it removes
the need for
continuously
purchasing expensive
hardware and
consuming energy.

In the Blockchain world, scalability is a concept 
that is often used. It refers to a computational 
process potential to be used or generated in a 
variability of ways. Proof of stake protocols, as 
shown by Asset token higher transaction 
outputs and lower fees, make for greater 
scalability.

M O R E C O S T - E F F E C T I V E
Proof of stake blockchains are always inexpensive 
and less energy-consuming platforms with no 
particular and expensive hardware requirements. 
Unlike proof of work chains, PoS is more cost-
effective and eco-friendly. So, the stakers can earn 
more passive income by using Asset platform.

Passive income



Decentralization: Instead of relying on a single trusted entity, trust is spread across 
multiple or all participants, depending on the agreed-upon consensus algorithm. This 
does not only mean that multiple copies of a data item are stored on all nodes, but also 
that the integrity of the data is governed by many decentralized parties.

Immutability: Once data is committed to the blockchain and a sufficient number of 
participants have agreed on this state, the information is stored permanently and 
immutably. Changing the information contained in a particular block would require to 
also change all the following blocks up to the last block, which is considered to be 
infeasible.

Scalability:  In order to check the integrity of the blockchain, a new node needs to 
download a copy and validate the integr ity of the entire chain.

Transparency: For far too long, cryptocurrency projects have gotten away with 
unscrupulous tactics and secret development teams. With crystal defined objectives, a 
face for each member of our fantastic and ever-growing staff, and trackable accounts 
displaying what our blockchain is transparent.

Asset will going to launch their own blockchain system where the system is managed by 
decentralized ledger, and it is unique blockchain which is by the community for the 
community. 

The main features of Asset blockchain technology can be summarized as follows:

ASSET BLOCKCHAIN



The Asset wallet version is supported on both Android and iOS. The wallet is highly focused on
enabling users to manage their tokens and interact with the ecosystem. The private keys for the wallet
are stored on the user’s device and are secured through Secure Enclave and biometric authentication
technology.

Users can complete all the normal functions that a wallet provides. They can monitor their balance as
well as send and receive tokens. Users can also exchange on through the Asset wallet and use and
swap their tokens. The wallet enables users to access decentralized exchanges so that they can easily
convert between their tokens. Asset Wallet is fast, secure, an d will have a low transaction fee than
others, and users can donate and vote for the organization by using our wallet. A user can hold and
swap by using the Asset Wallet.

ASSET WALLET

Easy to use. It’s just like any other
software or wallet that you use for your
day-to-day transactions.

Highly secure. It is just a matter of
securing your private key.

Allows instant transactions across
geographies. And these are barrier-free,
without intermediaries.

Low transaction fees. The cost of
transferring funds is much lower than
with traditional banks.

Allows transactions across multiple
cryptocurrencies. This helps you do easy
currency conversions.

Here are some of the important features of
Wallet:



 

Dashboard with Deposit and Withdraw Charts
Fully responsive and dynamic design
Dashboard History chart
Real time charts
Deposit
Withdrawals
Wallet Activity transaction
Buy token with debit and credit card
Generate wallet address
User can send coin to both internal and external address
User profile
Referral List, Referral Link, 
Secured withdrawal using queue
All files are well commented
Well Documentation
Free Updates
Customer support
Withdraw your fiat directly into your bank account. 
Browser

APP/WALLET

Key Features

Free Hand



1-No KYC/AML

KYC/AML (Know Your Customer
and Anti-Money Laundering)
compliance is the norm for OUR
exchanges. For regulatory
reasons, individuals must often
submit identity documentation
and proof of address. Our DEX
doesn’t demand any of document
for verification purpose make the
user completely anonymous.

Asset Exchange

Advantages 

Powerful Matching Engine
Multi-layer Security
Instant KYC and AML
Verification
Atomic Swap
Dispute Management
Preferred Trader Selection
Admin Panel
Support Team

.

2-Additional Features:

It is an easy, fast, and secure exchange in a truly decentralized way. We are
going to create an ecosystem where people will launch their own
decentralized exchange. It is a peer-to-peer (P2P) that connects buyers and
sellers where the people can sell their ideas and projects as well.  The
Exchange is non-custodial, meaning a user remains in control of their
private keys when transacting on a DEX platform. 

Free Hand



 

With the Asset token, each time exchange of token is recorded on the BINANCE blockchain, an audit trail 
is present to trace where they came from. This can not only help improve security and prevent fraud in 
exchange-related businesses, but it can also help verify the authenticity of the traded assets

Why Choose Asset Token?

Transparency & immutability

Lower Fees

Transaction traceability

Ease to use

The fees associated with Asset token transactions are far less than those associated with debit, credit cards as
well as wire transfers, and BACS payments.

Asset token is far more secure than other record-keeping systems because each new transaction is encrypted
and linked to the previous transaction.
Asset token is formed by a complicated string of mathematical numbers and is impossible to be altered. This
immutable and incorruptible nature of Asset token makes it safe from falsified information and hacks once
formed. 

Ease of use is the reason why Asset token has value. All you need is a smart device, an internet connection and
instantly you become your own payments and money transfers.



 

Asset token facilitates the transaction and brings them closer to a wider audience.  An added benefit of Asset
token use is that it’s completely decentralized, so trading can be done freely across borders. The use of
technology will facilitate a financial revolution that will leave everyone more financially connected, empowered,
and enabled. Bifrost token has no border so these can be used no matter where you are located globally. This also
has a huge effect on international payment fees. Traditionally international transfers have much higher fees than
domestic transfers and payments. International payments and transfers with crypto are the same as domestic.

Why Choose Asset Token?

Open for global participants

Free from corporate and government
interference

The efficiency of payment transactions 

Multi Blockchain compliant

Asset token transactions have no intermediary institutions or government involvement, the costs of transacting
are kept very low. Additionally, any transfer happens very quickly, eliminating the inconvenience of typical
authorization and waiting period requirements.

Standard transfers and foreign purchases typically involve fees and exchange costs. Since Asset token
transactions have no intermediary institutions or government involvement, the costs of transacting are kept very
low. Additionally, any transfer happens very quickly, eliminating the inconvenience of typical authorization
requirements and wait periods.

Asset token is on Multiple blockchains - A compliant token means that it supports a few functions of many 
blockchain coins.



TOKEN DETAILS

PLATFORM
Binance 

TYPE
BEP-20

Total SUPPLY

Max Supply
 5.00.000.000.000.000

NAME

Asset Token (Astcn)

1.000.000.000.000.000



Token distribution



Website Released – November 17 2021
Telegram Group / Twitter Account
Influencers / Social Media Marketing
2500 Members on Telegram
Whitelist Competitions

CMS Marketing

Listing on CoinMarketCap  
Social Media campaign

Token Creation
Contract Verified on BSC Scan
Social Media Accounts Created

Launch (November 13th, 2021)

Reddit ad Campaigns 
Facebook ad Campaigns 
Twitter ad Campaigns
6 Press Releases

Marketing Starting November 17th 2021

5000 holders on BSCSCAN
10000 telegram members
10M Marketcap
1st Exchange listing

December 15 2021 

 Start building Exchange App

⦁Start building Wallet

Start building own blockchain

April 2022 Present work, progress,
accomplishments and new road map!!!!

February 14 2022 

Roadmap

Listing on CoinGecko

November

Free Hand

Free Hand



Token Utility
Unlike conventional for-profit companies, where owners reap more of the monetary gain
and frequently aim to maximize income to the detriment of their users, the Asset
ecosystem is built by and for the community, and each community member is actually
charged in the form of Asset   for the value they bring to the network Inside the Asset
ecosystem,

The following are several explanations of Asset   usefulness for members of the network. 

Token Utility USERS:

Community Rewards: Receive Asset  as a reward for users based upon the value of 

their usage of the ecosystem.

Become an Advertiser: Use Asset  to display ads on our supported social media  

platform. 

Referral Rewards: Receive Asset for introducing new active members to the Asset.

Cash Out: Sell Asset  on public cryptocurrency exchanges to convert to fiat or other 

cryptocurrencies. . 

Data Sharing and find partner:   Asset will be used on our supported dating apps .

where you will find your perfect match and date with your partner.

Retail market: we are planning to  lunch a payment gateway system so out token will be

used in all the retailer shops, shopping malls with integrated system with Asset.



Asset Token  




